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Abstract
We revisit an old problem in classical invariant theory, viz. that of giving algebraic conditions for a
binary form to have linear factors with assigned multiplicities. We construct a complex of SL2-repre-
sentations such that the desired algebraic conditions are expressible as a specific cohomology group
of this complex.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Consider a binary form
F(x, y)=
d∑
j=0
aj x
jyd−j
over the complex numbers. It splits as a product of linear forms, and it is classical that
F has a repeated factor if and only if its discriminant vanishes. Similarly, we can ask for
algebraic conditions on the coefficients aj , so that F has say, a triple factor or two double
factors. More generally, we may fix a partition λ of d , and ask for algebraic conditions so
that the factors of F have multiplicities as dictated by the parts in λ. The object of this note
is to devise a method for answering such questions.
This problem is addressed for the first time (to my knowledge) by Arthur Cayley [4].
Thereafter Jerzy Weyman has obtained substantial results for special kinds of partitions
in [19–21] (see Section 6).
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Let then λ= (λ1, . . . , λn) be a partition of d , and consider the set
Xλ =
{
[a0, . . . , ad ]: F factors as
n∏
i=1
L
λi
i for some linear forms Li
}
,
which is a projective subvariety of Pd . This is the coincident root locus in the title and the
principal object of study in this paper.
The group SL2(C) acts on the imbeddingXλ ⊆ Pd in the following manner. An element(
α β
γ δ
) ∈ SL2(C) sends the form F to
F ′ =
d∑
j=0
a′j xj yd−j ,
where the a′j are determined by
d∑
j=0
aj (αx + βy)j (γ x + δy)d−j =
d∑
j=0
a′j xj yd−j .
Its defining ideal IXλ < C[a0, . . . , ad ] is then an SL2-subrepresentation, and our problem
is essentially one of calculating this ideal. Our main result (Corollary 3.5) is a (somewhat
indirect) solution to this problem. Specifically, for each positive integer m, we construct
a complex of SL2(C)-representations (see formula (16)) whose zeroth cohomology group
is the graded piece (IXλ)m. In Section 4, we use this complex to calculate the ideal for a
few specific examples and express the answer in the language of classical invariant theory
(especially see Theorems 4.3 and 4.4). In Theorem 5.4 of Section 5, we identify the singular
locus of Xλ, a result which should be of interest in itself.
The base field will be C. All terminology from algebraic geometry follows Hartshorne
[10]. The formulae are numbered in a single sequence throughout the text.
2. Preliminaries
In the next three subsections, we recall a few matters from the invariant theory of
binary forms. An excellent reference for the classical theory is the text by Grace and
Young [7]. See [6,17] for the modern theory, and [18] for a discussion of algorithms for
the computation of invariants and covariants.
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In the sequel, V denotes a two dimensional C-vector space. We will use the following
isomorphisms of SL(V )-modules:
∧m(SymnV )= Symm(Symn+1−m V ), (1)
the Clebsch–Gordan formula
Symm V ⊗ Symn V =
[m+n2 ]⊕
r=0
Symm+n−2r V (2)
and the Cayley–Sylvester formula
Symm
(
SymnV
)= [mn2 ]⊕
r=0
(
Symmn−2rV
)⊕p(r,m,n)−p(r−1,m,n)
, (3)
where p(r,m,n) is the number of partitions of r into at most m parts with no part
exceeding n. See [6, p. 160] for the first formula and [18, §4.2] for the latter two.
The GL(V )-modules Symd(V ∗) and (Symd V )∗ are isomorphic, and we write them
indifferently as Symd V ∗.
Let {x, y} be a basis of V . With the identification aj = (xjyd−j )∗ ∈ Symd V ∗, the
form F = ∑ajxjyd−j corresponds to the trace element ∑j (xjyd−j )∗ ⊗ xjyd−j in
Symd V ∗ ⊗ Symd V . The ring C[a0, . . . , ad ] is identified with the symmetric algebra
Sym•(Symd V ∗).
2.2. Invariants and covariants
Let
Symq V ∗ ↪→ Symp(Symd V ∗)
be an SL(V )-subrepresentation; or what is the same, a nonzero SL(V )-morphism C→
Symp(Symd V ∗) ⊗ Symq V . Its image consists of all scalar multiples of a polynomial
Φ(a0, . . . , ad;x, y), having total degree p in the aj and q in x, y . This polynomial is
called a covariant of degree p and order q (of the binary form F ). We will also say that Φ
is of type (p, q). E.g., for d  2, the inclusion
Sym2d−4V ∗ ↪→ Sym2(Symd V ∗)
defines a covariant of type (2,2d − 4), called the Hessian of F .
An invariant is a covariant of order zero. E.g., the discriminant of F (defined to be the
Sylvester resultant of ∂F/∂x and ∂F/∂y) is an invariant of degree 2d − 2.
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Let Φ1,Φ2 be covariants of types (p1, q1), (p2, q2) respectively, and 1  r 
min{q1, q2} an integer. Associated to these is a covariant of type (p1 + p2, q1 + q2 − 2r)
called the rth transvectant of Φ1,Φ2, written (Φ1,Φ2)r . (By convention (Φ1,Φ2) stands
for (Φ1,Φ2)1.) For instance, the Hessian equals (F,F )2.
The transvectant can be defined in several ways, and the various definitions are in
agreement only up to a scalar. In Section 4, it will be necessary for us to fix this scalar,
and it is important that some definite convention be followed consistently.
We will use the definition given in terms of the symbolic method. Let1 F =∑d
j=0
(
d
j
)
ajx
jyd−j and
Φi =
qi∑
k=0
ϕikx
kyqi−k, i = 1,2.
Thus each ϕik is a homogeneous form of degree pi in the aj .
Now formally write Φ1 = (α1x + α2y)q1 , Φ2 = (β1x + β2y)q2 and define
(Φ1,Φ2)
r = (α1β2 − α2β1)r (α1x + α2y)q1−r (β1x + β2y)q2−r .
That is to say, expand the right-hand side and substitute ϕ1k and ϕ2k , respectively, for(
q1
k
)
αk1α
q1−k
2 and
(
q2
k
)
βk1β
q2−k
2 . The symbolic method is more sound than it appears prima
facie, see [13] for a thorough modern treatment.
Representation theoretically, the transvectant means the following: let
Φi ∈ Sympi
(
Symd V ∗
)⊗ Symqi V for i = 1,2.
We have a product map
Symp1 ⊗ Symp2 → Symp1+p2,
and a projection map
Symq1 ⊗ Symq2 → Symq1+q2−2r ,
coming from the Clebsch–Gordan formula. Now follow the image of Φ1 ⊗Φ2 through the
tensor product of these maps, and we get the element
(Φ1,Φ2)
r ∈ Symp1+p2(Symd V ∗)⊗ Symq1+q2−2r V .
1 The introduction of binomial coefficients is a familiar device in order to make things work smoother.
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In the sequel λ= (1e1 2e2 . . . ded ) denotes a partition of d , having er parts of size r for
1 r  d . The number of parts is
∑
er = n.
With {x, y} a basis of V , we identify a point of PSymer V with a degree er polynomial
Gr(x, y) determined up to scalars.
Now we have Veronese maps
vr :PSymer V → PSymrer V , Gr →Grr, (4)
and a multiplication map
µ :
d∏
r=1
PSymrer V → PSymd V, (H1, . . . ,Hd)→
d∏
r=1
Hr. (5)
Finally, consider the composite fλ,
(Yλ =)
∏
r
PSymer V Πvr−−−→
∏
r
PSymrer V µ−→ PSymd V,
(G1, . . . ,Gd)
fλ−→
d∏
r=1
Grr .
(6)
Definition 2.1. The Coincident Root locus Xλ is defined to be the scheme-theoretic image
of fλ.
The locus is closed in PSymd V since fλ is a projective morphism, and it is reduced
since Yλ is. Its dimension is the number of parts in λ, which is n.
The morphism Yλ
fλ−→ Xλ is finite (being quasi-finite and projective) and birational
(since for a general F in the image, Gr can be recovered as the product of linear forms
dividing F exactly r times). The ideal sheaf IXλ is the kernel
0−→ IXλ −→OPd −→OXλ −→ 0, (7)
and for later use we define Dλ to be the cokernel
0 −→OXλ −→ fλ∗OYλ −→Dλ −→ 0. (8)
We will drop the suffix from Xλ,Dλ etc. if there is no ambiguity about the choice of λ.
Remarks 2.2.
• We have Xλ1 ⊆Xλ2 exactly when λ2 is a refinement of λ1.
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developable. In general, X(d−s,1s) is the tangential developable (i.e., the closure of the
union of tangent spaces at smooth points) of X(d−s+1,1s−1). Of course X(2,1d−2) is the
hypersurface of degree 2(d − 1) defined by the discriminant.
• The degree of the CR locus in Pd is given by
degXλ = n!∏
r (er !)
∏
r
rer ,
a formula going back to Hilbert [11]. To see this, identify PSymd V ∼= Symd(P1)
with the set of effective divisors of degree d on P1. Let Σ denote a general (d − n)-
dimensional linear subspace of Pd , it corresponds to a linear series gdd−n on P1. The
points of Σ ∩ X correspond to those divisors in the series which may be written as∑
r r(Pr,1+Pr,2+· · ·+Pr,er ), for some points Pr,j ∈ P1. According to De Jonquières’
formula (see [2, p. 359]), the number of such divisors is the coefficient of te11 te22 . . . tedd
in (1+ t1 + 2t2 + · · · + dtd )n, hence the assertion.
3. The ideal of the CR locus
3.1. The machine computation of IXλ
There is a rather straightforward algorithm for the computation of the ideal IXλ <
C[a0, . . . , ad ], which can be implemented on any computer algebra system with modest
capabilities. Since Xλ is given as the image of a projective morphism, the problem is one
of elimination theory. We illustrate with the case λ= (3 2 2). Consider the morphism
f322 :PSym2 V × PV → PSym7 V, (G2,G3)→G22G33 (= F).
Using affine coordinates, write
G2 = t2 + u1t + u2, G3 = t + v1, F = t7 + a1t6 + · · · + a7.
By forcing the equality
t7 + a1t6 + a2t5 + · · · + a7 =
(
t2 + u1t + u2
)2
(t + v1)3,
we get polynomial expressions aj = qj (u1, u2, v1) for 1  j  7. This defines a
homomorphism
q322 :C[a1, . . . , a7]→C[u1, u2, v1],
which is the ring theoretic counterpart of f322. Calculate a Gröbner basis for the kernel of
q322 (with respect to a degree lex or degree reverse-lex term order) and homogenize with
respect to a new variable a0; this gives the ideal IXλ (see, e.g., [1, Exercise 1.6.19c]).
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C[a0, . . . , a7]6. This is not very informative by itself, and to gain some insight into the
structure of IXλ , we aim to describe it invariant-theoretically. In the present example,
this means identifying the subrepresentation (IX322)6 ⊆ Sym6(Sym7 V ∗). To this end, we
construct our main technical artifice (the complex G•) in the next subsection.
The idea, in a nutshell, is to approach Xλ indirectly by working with its normalisa-
tion Yλ. We will construct a locally free resolution of the structure sheaf OYλ , and then
generate a spectral sequence by taking its pushforward. Until the end of the section, we fix
a partition λ and consistently omit the suffix.
3.2. The Eagon–Northcott complex
Set T = Y × PSymd V with projections πr :T → PSymer V for 1  r  d , and
π :T → PSymd V . Factor the map f as
Y
1×f−→ T π−→ PSymd V,
and let Γ ⊆ T denote the image of 1× f .
T
πr
π
PSymer V
PSymd V
Y
iso
f
Γ
incl
π
T
π
X
incl
Pd
We claim that the structure sheaf OΓ is resolved by an Eagon–Northcott complex of
vector bundles on T .
Quite generally, let A ϕ−→ B be a morphism of vector bundles on a regular scheme T .
Assume that the bundles have ranks a, b, respectively, with a  b. Then we have a complex
0 →N b−a−1 →·· ·→N p →N p+1 →·· ·→N 0(=OT )→ 0,
where
N p = (∧bB)−1 ⊗ Sym−(p+1)B∗ ⊗∧b−p−1A for b− a − 1 p −1. (9)
The differential of the complex is defined via contraction with the section ϕ ∈ H 0(T ,
A∗ ⊗ B). (See [5, Appendix A2.6] for details of the construction.)
Let Tϕ be the closed subscheme of T defined by the ideal sheaf Fitt0(cokerϕ). Set-
theoretically, it is the degeneracy locus {t ∈ T : rankϕt  b − 1}. If the subscheme has
codimension a − b+ 1 and is a local complete intersection, then N • is a resolution of its
structure sheaf OTϕ (loc.cit.).
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L=
d⊗
r=1
π∗r OPer (r), M= π∗OPd (1)
on T . By the Künneth formula,
H 0(T ,L)=
d⊗
r=1
Symr
(
Symer V ∗
)
, H 0(T ,M)= Symd V ∗.
Define the comultiplication map
Symd V ∗ →
d⊗
r=1
Symr
(
Symer V ∗
)
, (10)
as dual to the usual multiplication map on polynomials. Adding it to the identity
Symd V ∗ →H 0(T ,M) gives a map
Symd V ∗ →H 0(T ,L⊕M),
which defines a morphism of bundles
ϕ : Symd V ∗ ⊗OT︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
→L⊕M︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
with a = d + 1, b = 2.
Theorem 3.1. The Eagon–Northcott complex of ϕ resolves OΓ .
Proof. We will show that the locus {rankϕ  1} coincides with Γ . Since Γ (being smooth)
is a local complete intersection of codimension d in T , the theorem will follow.
It is easier to work with the transpose map
ϕtrans :L−1 ⊕M−1 → Symd V ⊗OT ,
which has the same degeneracy locus. Let then t = (G1, . . . ,Gd ;F) be a point of T . The
fibre of the line bundle OPer (−r) over the point Gr ∈ PSymer V is naturally isomorphic
to the linear span of Grr , hence the fibre of L−1 over t is the space C〈
∏
r G
r
r 〉. So over t ,
the map ϕtrans is given by
C
〈∏
r
Grr
〉
⊕C〈F 〉→C
〈
F,
∏
r
Grr
〉
.
This map has rank one iff F is a scalar multiple of
∏
r G
r
r iff t lies in Γ . The theorem is
proved. ✷
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N p =
{ ⊕
α+β=−(p+1),
α,β0
L−(α+1) ⊗M−(β+1)
}
⊗∧1−p(Symd V ∗)
for −d  p −1, (11)
N 0 =OT and N • ∼→q OΓ .
Now consider the second quadrant spectral sequence
E
p,q
1 = Rqπ∗N p for −d  p  0 and q  0;
d
p,q
r :E
p,q
r →Ep+r,q−r+1r , Ep,q∞ ⇒ Rp+qπ∗OΓ .
(12)
Each Ep,q1 term can be precisely calculated using the projection formula followed by the
Künneth formula. Apart from E0,01 =OPd , all nonzero terms are in the nth row. In fact,
E
p,n
1 =
{ ⊕
α+β=−(p+1)
α,β0
{⊗
r
H er
(
Per ,OP(−rα − r)
)}⊗OPd (−β − 1)
}
⊗∧1−p(Symd V ∗).
Now Her (Per ,OP(−rα − r)) = 0 iff rα+ r  er + 1. Using Serre duality, we get
E
p,n
1 =
{ ⊕
α+β=−(p+1)
αM−1,β0
{⊗
r
Symrα+r−er−1
(
Symer V
)}⊗OPd (−β − 1)
}
⊗∧1−p(Symd V ∗). (13)
Here M denotes maxr { er+1r }. Now π is a finite morphism on Γ , hence Ep+q∞ = 0 for
p+ q = 0 and we have an extension
0 −→E0,0∞ −→ π∗OΓ −→E−n,n∞ −→ 0. (14)
Proposition 3.2. We have
E
p,n
2 = · · · = Ep,nn+1 =

IX if p =−(n+ 1),
D if p =−n,
0 otherwise.
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p = −n,−(n+1), then Ep,n2 =Ep,n∞ = 0. Now going back to the definition of the filtration
on the abutment of a spectral sequence (see, e.g., [3, Chapter III]), it follows that E0,0∞ is
the image of the morphism π∗OT → π∗OΓ , which is OX . Hence E−n,n2 = E−n,n∞ equals
coker(OX → π∗OΓ )=D. Finally, E−(n+1),n2 = ker(E0,01 →E0,0∞ )= IX . ✷
The proposition exhibits IX as the middle cohomology of the complex
E
−(n+2),n
1 →E−(n+1),n1 →E−n,n1 .
Each term of the complex is a vector bundle on Pd , explicitly described in terms of the
combinatorial datum λ.
Our next step is to work with the complex given by the nth row of this spectral sequence.
Let G• be the complex E•,n1 [−(n + 1)], with differential denoted dG. By the previous
proposition, Hp(G•) = IX,D for p = 0,1, respectively, and zero elsewhere. The point
of introducing the shift is merely to simplify the indices. Gp is nonzero in the range
n+ 1− d  p  n+ 1−M .
3.3. Hypercohomology of G•
Set G•(m)= G• ⊗OPd (m) for m 0. Our interest lies in the hypercohomology of the
complex G•(m). There are two spectral sequences
E
p,q
1 =Hq
(
Pd ,Gp(m)), dp,qr :Ep,qr →Ep+r,q−r+1r ,
E`
p,q
2 =Hq
(
Pd ,Hp(G•)(m)), d`p,qr : E`p,qr → E`p−r+1,q+rr ; (15)
with common abutment Hp+q(G•(m)).
The term Gp(m) is a sum of line bundles of the formOPd (m−β−1). Now m−β−1
m− d (this is clear from formula (13)), hence H1(Pd ,Gp(m))= 0. Thus Ep,q1 = 0 for
q  1, this forces E2 =E∞. Now E`p,q2 is zero outside the columns p = 0,1, so E`3 = E`∞.
Theorem 3.3. Assume m 0. Then
Hi =
{
H 0(Pd ,IX(m)) for i = 0,
0 for i = 0,1.
There is an extension
0 −→H 1(Pd,IX(m))−→H1 −→ E`1,03 −→ 0,
and E`1,03 equals the image of the map
H 0
(
Pd, f∗OY (m)
)→H 0(Pd,D(m)).
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We will use the following technical lemma in the proof.
Lemma 3.4. For m 0, the map d`1,q2 :Hq(D(m))→Hq+2(IX(m)) is bijective for q  1
and surjective for q = 0.
Proof. The map is a composite Hq(D(m))→ Hq+1(OX(m))→ Hq+2(IX(m)) of two
connecting homomorphisms in the long exact sequences associated to (7) and (8). (This
follows directly from the definition of d`2 (loc.cit.).) Now H1(Pd,OPd (m))= 0, and we
claim that H1(Pd, f∗OY (m))= 0. Indeed,
Hi
(
Pd, f∗OY (m)
) = Hi(Y,f ∗OPd (m)) (by Leray spectral sequence)
=
⊕
∑
ir=i
d⊗
r=1
Hir
(
Per ,OPer (mr)
) (by Künneth formula)
which vanishes for i  1. It now follows that the first connecting map is a bijection for
q  1 and a surjection for q = 0, and the second map is always an isomorphism. The
lemma is proved. ✷
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Since E`p,q2 = 0 for p = 0,1, we have Hi = 0 for i < 0. By the
lemma, E`p,q3 = 0 for p = 0, q  2 and p = 1, q  1; hence Hi = 0 for i  2. The rest is
clear. ✷
Corollary 3.5. The space H 0(Pd,IX(m)) of hypersurfaces of degree m vanishing on X is
given by the middle cohomology of the complex
H 0
(
Pd,G−1(m))→H 0(Pd,G0(m))→H 0(Pd,G1(m)).
At this point, the determination of this space is in principle a problem in linear algebra;
once we have made the differential of the complex explicit. We will merely outline the
description here and leave the details to the diligent reader.
Let dpG,m :H
0(Pd,Gp(m)) → H 0(Pd,Gp+1(m)) denote the differential in question.
Define
z(α, r)= rα + r − er − 1, M(α)=
⊗
r
Symz(α,r)
(
Symer V
)
, and
Q(α,p)=M(α)⊗ Symm+p+α−n−1(Symd V ∗)⊗∧n+2−p(Symd V ∗). (16)
Then H 0(Pd,Gp(m)) =⊕n−pαM−1 Q(α,p), and it is only necessary to describe the
differential dpG,m : Q(α,p) → Q(α′,p + 1) on individual summands. This map is zero
unless α′ = α or α − 1.
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Symm+p+α−n−1
(
Symd V ∗
)⊗∧n+2−p(Symd V ∗)
→ Symm+p+α−n(Symd V ∗)⊗∧n+1−p(Symd V ∗).
This is given by contraction with the canonical trace element in Symd V ∗ ⊗ Symd V . If
α′ = α − 1, it suffices to describe the map
M(α)⊗∧n+2−p(Symd V ∗)→M(α− 1)⊗∧n+1−p(Symd V ∗).
This is given by contraction with the element in
⊗
r Symr (Symer V ∗)⊗ Symd V , coming
from the comultiplication map (10).
3.4. An alternate description of IX
We pick up the thread at the beginning of Section 3.2. There is a bundle map
ϕ˜ :π∗
(
Ω1
Pd
(1)
)→ L (17)
to be defined as follows. (Let TP denote the tangent bundle.) Specifying ϕ˜ is tantamount
to specifying a global section in
H 0
(
T ,L⊗ π∗TPd (−1)
)= d⊗
r=1
Symr
(
Symer V ∗
)⊗ Symd V,
which is tantamount to giving a map Symd V ∗ →⊗dr=1 Symr (Symer V ∗). Take this to be
the comultiplication map (10).
Over the point t = (G1, . . . ,Gd ;F) ∈ T , the transpose map L−1 → π∗(TPd (−1)) is
given by
ϕ˜trans :
∏
r
Grr →
∏
r
Grr + (F ) ∈
Symd V
(F )
.
The image is zero iff F =∏r Grr up to constants, i.e., iff t ∈ Γ . Hence the scheme defined
by Fitt0(coker ϕ˜) is Γ . Now starting with the Koszul complex of ϕ˜, the arguments in
Sections 3.2, 3.3 go through verbatim. The outcome is a complex of bundles G˜• living
on Pd , with
G˜p =
⊗
r
Symr(n+1−p)−er−1
(
Symer V
)⊗Ωn+1−p
Pd
(n+ 1−p)
for n+ 1− d  p  n+ 1−M . (18)
Then Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.5 are valid with G˜• in place of G•.
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γm : kerd0G,m→H 0
(
Pd,IX(m)
)
given by Theorem 3.3. The inclusion kerd0G,m ⊆ H 0(Pd,G0(m)) is SL(V )-equivariant,
hence it must split (non-canonically). Hence γm extends to a map
γ˜m :H 0
(
Pd,G0(m))→H 0(Pd,IX(m)).
I believe that it would be of interest to have at least one explicit construction of γ˜m.
4. Some computations
So far, we have described two approaches to the calculation IXλ , one in Section 3.1
and the other in Theorem 3.3. They can be combined to get a concrete invariant-theoretic
description of this ideal, provided we can get a handle on Dλ.
We will carry out the calculation in detail for λ = (3 2), and then in addition give the
result for (3 3). In each case we will describe the minimal resolution of Xλ in terms of
SL2(C)-representations. The theorem below will be used for (3 2), but of course it is of
more general application.
Theorem 4.1. Let λ= (λ1, λ2) be a partition of d , with λ1 = λ2. Then Dλ is supported on
the rational normal curve X(d), and we have an isomorphism Dλ = f(d)∗OP1(−2).
Proof. The claim about supp(Dλ) will follow directly from Theorem 5.4 in the next
section. To prove the rest, consider the commutative triangle
P1
δ
f(d)
P1 × P1
fλ
Pd
Here δ is the diagonal imbedding, let ∆ be its image.
Step 1. The ideal of ∆ equals OP1×P1(−1,−1), i.e., we have an extension
0 −→OP1×P1(−1,−1)−→OP1×P1 −→O∆ −→ 0. (19)
Consider the commutative ladder
0 IX(d)/IXλ
1
OXλ
2
OX(d)
3
0
0 fλ∗OP1×P1(−1,−1) fλ∗OP1×P1 fλ∗O∆ 0
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morphism.) Now the map 3 is an isomorphism, so by the five lemma, coker 1 ∼= coker2.
This gives an extension
0 −→ IX(d)/IXλ 1−→ fλ∗OP1×P1(−1,−1)−→Dλ −→ 0. (20)
Step 2. There is an isomorphism δ∗OP1×P1(−1,−1) ∼= OP1(−2), hence by taking
adjoints, a surjectionOP1×P1(−1,−1)→ δ∗OP1(−2). The kernel of this surjection equals
OP1×P1(−2,−2), so we have an exact sequence
0 −→OP1×P1(−2,−2)−→OP1×P1(−1,−1)−→ δ∗OP1(−2)−→ 0.
After applying fλ∗, we have an extension
0→ fλ∗OP1×P1(−2,−2)→ fλ∗OP1×P1(−1,−1)→ f(d)∗OP1(−2)→ 0. (21)
Step 3. From (20) and (21), it suffices to construct an isomorphism IX(d)/IXλ ∼=
fλ∗OP1×P1(−2,−2) to prove the theorem. It will be clear from the construction below
that the isomorphism is compatible with the maps in (20) and (21).
Let [x0, x1;y0, y1] (respectively [a0, . . . , ad ]) be coordinates on P1 × P1 (respectively
on Pd ). The morphism fλ is defined via the identity
d∑
j=0
aj t
d−j = (x0t + x1)λ1(y0t + y1)λ2 .
We pass to the open set U0 = {a0 = 0} and write
ξ = x1/x0, η= y1/y0, αi = ai/a0 for 1 i  d .
The commutative triangle corresponds to a diagram of ring homomorphisms
C[ξ,η]
(ξ−η) C[ξ, η]
epi
C[α1, . . . , αd ]
qλ
q(d)
Let Iλ = kerqλ, I(d) = kerq(d).
Claim. The map qλ : I(d) → C[ξ, η] has image (ξ − η)2C[ξ, η]. Hence it defines an
isomorphism I(d)/Iλ ∼= (ξ − η)2C[ξ, η] of C[α1, . . . , αd ]-modules.
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Jr = (α1/d)r − αr/
(
d
r
)
for 2 r  d .
Set w= ξ − η, then by straightforward computation,
qλ
(
αr1
) ≡ (dη)r + rλ1(dη)r−1w,
qλ(αr) ≡
(
d
r
)
ηr + λ1ηr−1
(
d−1
r−1
)
w
(
mod w2
);
hence qλ(Jr ) ≡ 0 (mod w2). We will show that each term w2ξ iηj lies in qλ(I(d)). Since
λ2η= qλ(α1)− λ1ξ , it suffices to show this for j = 0. Due to the equality(
λ21 + λ1λ2
)
ξ2 = 2λ1qλ(α1)ξ + (λ2 − 1)qλ
(
α21
)− 2λ2qλ(α2),
we may further assume i = 0,1. Now a tedious calculation shows that a constant multiple
of qλ(J2) equals w2, and a certain linear combination of qλ(J3) and qλ(α1J2) equals w2ξ .
This proves the claim.
Evidently, the same calculation goes through over the open set Ud = {ad = 0}, where
we have an isomorphism
I(d)/Iλ ∼= (1/ξ − 1/η)2C[1/ξ,1/η].
The union U0 ∪ Ud misses only two points of Xλ; say P and Q, which are the images
of points [1,0] × [0,1], [0,1] × [1,0] ∈ P1 × P1. We have shown that over the open set
Xλ − {P,Q}, we have an isomorphism IX(d)/IXλ = fλ∗L for some line bundle L.
If g is an automorphism of Xλ coming from SL(V ), then g∗(IX(d)/IXλ) ∼= IX(d)/IXλ .
We can move P or Q to a point of U0 ∪ Ud by such a g, so the isomorphism is valid
throughout Xλ. Now take the ratio of the local generators
(x1/x0 − y1/y0)2
(x0/x1 − y0/y1)2 = (x0/x1)
−2(y0/y1)−2,
which shows that L=OP1×P1(−2,−2). The map 1 in (20) is the restriction of map 2, and
locally, the latter is just qλ at the level of rings. This justifies the compatibility claimed
earlier, and completes the proof of the theorem. ✷
Corollary 4.2. For λ as above,H 0(Pd,Dλ(m))= Symdm−2 V ∗ for anym 0. The Hilbert
polynomial of Xλ is λ1λ2m2 + 2.
Proof. We have Dλ ⊗OPd (m) = f(d)∗OP1(dm− 2) from the projection formula, hence
the first claim. Now the second claim is a simple corollary of formula (8). ✷
The following device will be useful for calculating with complexes of representations:
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any n, and then define χ(R) ∈ A for any finite-dimensional SL(V )-representation R by
decomposing it into irreducibles. Thus χ(R) is merely the formal character of R.
If G• is any bounded complex of SL(V )-representations and SL(V )-equivariant cochain
maps, then define χ(G•)=∑p(−1)pχ(Gp). This can be seen as the Euler characteristic
of G•, taking values in A. The following equality is immediate from Schur’s lemma:
χ(G•)=
∑
p
(−1)pχ(Hp(G•)). (22)
4.1. The surface X32
Let λ= (3,2). As in Section 3.1, we have a morphism
f32 :PV × PV →PSym5 V, (G3,G2)→G33.G22 (= F);
and in affine coordinates, a ring map
q32 :C[a1, . . . , a5]→C[u,v],
a1 → 3u+ 2v, a2 → 3u2 + 6uv+ v2, . . . , a5 → u3v2.
Homogenize the kernel of q32 with respect to a0 to get IX32 . Now take the minimal
resolution of this ideal and sheafify:
0 → OP(−8)5 →OP(−7)28 →OP(−6)64 →OP(−5)68
→ OP(−4)28 → IX → 0.
All of this was carried out in Macaulay-2. We write this complex as
0→ E−4 → E−3 → ·· ·→ E0 → IX → 0.
Our task now is to identify the SL(V )-representations entering into the syzygy modules
Ep . There is a second quadrant spectral sequence
E
p,q
1 =Hq
(
P5,Ep(m)), dp,qr :Ep,qr →Ep+r,q−r+1r ,
E
p,q∞ ⇒Hp+q
(
P5,IX(m)
)
.
(23)
Here Ep(m) denotes Ep ⊗OP5(m) etc. Note the equality
χ
(
H 0
(G•(m))) (=∑p(−1)pχ(H 0(P,Gp(m))) by definition)
= χ(H0(G•(m)))− χ(H1(G•(m))), (24)
which is merely (22) rewritten using Theorem 3.3.
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(We are using nothing more than the standard computation of cohomology of line bundles
on projective spaces, see [10, §3.5].) Now by Theorem 3.3,
χ
(
H1
(G•(4)))= χ(H 0(P,D(4)))= χ(Sym18 V ∗)= s18.
The alternating sum χ(H 0(G•(4))) can be calculated directly from (16) and repeated use
of formulae (1)–(3). (This was programmed in Maple.) Substituting this into (24), we get
χ
(
H 0
(IX(4)))= χ(H0(G•(4)))= s12 + s8 + s4 + s0.
Now choose m= 5. From (23), we deduce H1(IX(5))= 0 and an extension
0−→H 0(E−1(5))−→H 0(E0(5))−→H 0(IX(5))−→ 0.
By the previous step,
H 0
(E0(5))= Sym5V ∗ ⊗ (Sym12V ∗ ⊕ Sym8 V ∗ ⊕ Sym4 V ∗ ⊕C).
Now χ(H 0(G•(5))) and χ(H1) are calculated exactly as before, and one can identify
the unknown term
χ
(
H 0
(E−1(5)))= s13 + s11 + s9 + 2s7 + 2s5 + s3.
It is clear how to proceed to determine the entire minimal resolution. The complete result
is as follows. (We have written, e.g., {5,32,13} for the module Sym5 V ∗ ⊕ (Sym3 V ∗)⊕2 ⊕
(V ∗)⊕3.)
0 → {4} ⊗OP(−8)→{9,7,5,3}⊗OP(−7)→
{
12,10,82,6,42,2,02
}⊗OP(−6)
→ {13,11,9,72,52,3}⊗OP(−5)→{12,8,4,0}⊗OP(−4)→ IX → 0.
It follows that IX32 is generated by a subrepresentation
Sym12 ⊕ Sym8 ⊕ Sym4 ⊕ Sym0 ⊆ Sym4(Sym5 V ∗).
We can identify the summands in the language of classical invariant theory. Define
covariants
H = (F,F )2, i = (F,F )4, A= (i, i)2
for the generic binary quintic F . (In classical literature the notation varies from source to
source. I have consistently followed [7, Chapter VII], except that their f is our F . All the
transvectants are calculated using the symbolic method as in Section 2.3.)
The inclusion Sym12 ⊆ Sym4(Sym5 V ∗) corresponds to a covariant of degree 4 and
order 12, we tentatively call it J . (Said differently, let J =∑i ϕixiy12−i . Then the vector
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Now the space of covariants of type (4,12) is spanned by H 2 and i.F 2 (loc.cit.), hence
J = αH 2 + βi.F 2 for some constants α,β . Choose a form F lying in X32 (but otherwise
sufficiently general) and evaluate the right-hand side. By hypothesis J must vanish, from
this we can deduce that α : β = 25 : −6. Thus the inclusion Sym12 ⊆ Sym4(Sym5 V ∗) is
entirely specified by the covariant 25H 2 − 6i.F 2. The other summands are calculated in
the same way, and we arrive at the following theorem:
Theorem 4.3. A homogeneous binary quintic F can be factored as L3M2 for some linear
forms L,M , if and only if the covariants
25H 2 − 6i.F 2, 5i.H + 6F.(i,F )2, 2i2 + 15(i,H)2, and A
vanish on F .
These are the algebraic conditions on F , alluded to in the very beginning of the paper.
4.2. The surface X33
We will merely state the result for the surface X33, suppressing all computation. (This
case is easier than the previous one, since D33 = 0.) The equivariant minimal resolution
turns out to be
0 → {2} ⊗OP(−8)→{8,6,4}⊗OP(−7)→
{
12,10,82,6,42,2,02
}⊗OP(−6)
→ {14,12,102,82,63,42,2}⊗OP(−5)
→ {14,12,102,8,62,4,22}⊗OP(−4)→{12,8,6}⊗OP(−3)→ IX → 0.
So the ideal is generated in degree three by three covariants, and we can identify them as
before. Again let H = (F,F )2 and i = (F,F )4 for the generic binary sextic F .
Theorem 4.4. A homogeneous binary sextic F can be written as the cube of a quadratic
form, if and only if the covariants
(F,H), (F, i), and 8F.(F,F )6 − 75(F, i)2
vanish on F .
It is almost superfluous to mention that Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 are not being seriously
suggested as practical criteria for detecting multiple factors.
Remark 4.5. Here we give the result for the case λ= (3,2,2), which was left unfinished
in Section 3.1. The sheaf D322 sits in an extension
0 → f52∗OP1×P1(−3,−1)→D322 → f7∗OP1(−2)→ 0.
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Theorem 4.1. From this, we deduce an exact sequence
0 → Sym5m−3 V ∗ ⊗ Sym2m−1 V ∗ →H 0(P7,D(m))→ Sym7m−2 V ∗ → 0,
and now the calculation proceeds as before. The ideal is generated by the graded piece
(IX322)6 =
{
30,26,24,222,20,183,16,143,122,103,8,63,22
}
⊆ Sym6(Sym7V ∗).
Identifying the covariants is certain to be very laborious, and I have not attempted it.
Remark 4.6. The minimal resolution for the rational normal curve X(d) is very pretty, and
I cannot resist recording it here. Its ideal is generated by quadrics, specifically
(IX(d))2 =
[d/2]⊕
r=1
Sym2d−4r V ∗ ⊆ Sym2(Symd V ∗).
(The summands correspond to the transvectants (F,F )2r for 1 r  [d/2].) The natural
multiplication map
Symd−1 V ∗ ⊗ V ∗ → Symd V ∗ =H 0(Pd ,OP(1)),
gives rise to a bundle map
ϕ :OP(−1)⊗ Symd−1 V ∗ → V ⊗OP.
Then the inequality rank ϕ  1 holds over a point [w] ∈ PSymd V , if and only if w = vd
for some v ∈ V . Hence the Eagon–Northcott complex of ϕ resolvesOX(d) .
I enclose a list of representations entering into the minimal generators of IXλ and
the corresponding covariants, when λ has two parts and 4  d  6. For each d , define
H = (F,F )2, i = (F,F )4. In each case Im denotes the degree m part of IXλ , the rest of
the notation should be obvious.
Case d = 4.
(31): I2 = {0} = {i}, I3 = {0} =
{
(F,H)4
}
.
(22): I3 = {6} =
{
(F,H)
}
.
Case d = 5.
(41): I2 = {2} = {i}.
(32): I = {12,8,4,0}= {25H 2 − 6i.F 2,5i.H + 6F.(i,F )2,2i2 + 15(i,H)2,A}.4
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(51): I2 = {4,0} =
{
i, (F,F )6
}
.
(42): I2 = {0} =
{
(F,F )6
}
, I3 = {2} =
{
(F, i)4
}
,
I4 = {16,12,0}=
{
27H 2 − 8i.F 2,3i.H + 4F.(F, i)2, (i, i)4}.
(33): I3 = {12,8,6}=
{
(F,H), (F, i),8F.(F,F )6 − 75(F, i)2}.
4.3. The Castelnuovo regularity of IXλ
Let F be a coherentOPd -module, and m an integer. Then F is said to be m-regular if
Hi
(
Pd,F(m− i))= 0 for i  1.
If this holds, thenF(m) is generated by global sections andF is m′-regular for anym′ m.
This concept is due to David Mumford, see [15] for a masterly exposition.
Here we state a result bounding the regularity of IXλ , when λ= (λ1, λ2). Define
µ=
{
d2/4− d + 3 for λ1 = λ2,
λ1λ2(2λ1λ2 − d + 2)2 + 2λ1λ2 − d + 5 otherwise.
Theorem 4.7. With λ as above, IXλ is µ-regular. A fortiori, IXλ is generated by forms of
degree  µ.
Proof. Write X for Xλ. The first case follows directly from the central result of [14]. For
the second case, note the following lemma.
Lemma 4.8 [12,15]. Let F be a coherentOPd -module and let H be a general hyperplane
in Pd . (It is sufficient that the generic point of H not be associated to F .) Assume that F |H
is m-regular. Then H2(Pd,F(m− 1))= 0, and F is (h1(F(m− 1))+m)-regular. ✷
Now IX|H is the ideal of a nondegenerate curve of degree 2λ1λ2 in Pd−1; hence by
[8, Theorem 1.1] it is m0-regular, where m0 = (2λ1λ2 − d + 3). From the surjection
H 0(OX(m0 −1))→H 1(IX(m0 −1))→ 0, we have h1(IX(m0 −1)) h0(OX(m0 −1)).
Since H2(IX(m0 − 1))= 0, we deduce
h0
(OX(m0 − 1))= χ(OX(m0 − 1))= λ1λ2(m0 − 1)2 + 2.
The theorem is proved. ✷
It is not likely that the bound is optimal, see the last section for a conjecture. For any λ,
if the Hilbert polynomial of Dλ is known, then such a bound can be formulated. See [12]
for a general regularity bound along such lines.2
2 However, the definition of ‘(b)-polynôme’ and the statement of ‘théorème principal’ as stated there probably
contain typographical errors.
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In case of a general partition λ, an explicit determination of Dλ on the lines of
Theorem 4.1 does not appear to be easy. (The isomorphism H1(G•)= Dλ is of little help
in this.) In this section, we solve the easier problem of describing the support of Dλ, which
coincides with the singular locus of Xλ.
Note that a point F ∈Xλ is nonsingular iff OXλ,F is normal.
Proposition 5.1. A point F ∈ Xλ is nonsingular if and only if the following conditions
hold:
(1) The preimage f−1λ (F ) is a singleton set, say {G}; and
(2) The map dfλ :TYλ,G → TPd ,F on tangent spaces is injective.
Proof. This is immediate from the local criterion of isomorphism in [9, Theorem 14.9]. ✷
With the partition λ = (1e1 2e2 . . . ded ), we now associate a set Sλ of partitions of d .
The point of the definition lies in Theorem 5.4.
Definition 5.2. A partition µ = (1ε12ε2 . . . dεd ) belongs to Sλ in one of the following
(mutually exclusive) cases.
(a) There exist distinct integers r1, r2 such that µ is derived from λ by setting
εr1 = er1 − 1, εr2 = er2 − 1, εr1+r2 = er1+r2 + 1, and
εr = er elsewhere.
(b) There exist integers r1, r2, t such that r1 = r2, er1 > 0 and µ is derived from λ by
setting
εr1 = er1 + 1, εr2 = er2 − t, and
εr = er elsewhere.
(This forces r1 = tr2.)
(c) There exist integers r1, r2, r3, t1, t2 such that r1, r2, r3 are pairwise distinct, r3 = t1r1 =
t2r2, and µ is derived from λ by setting
εr1 = er1 − t1, εr2 = er2 − t2, εr3 = er3 + 2, and
εr = er elsewhere.
In each case λ is a refinement of µ, so Xµ ⊆ Xλ. We will write Sλ = S(a)λ ∪ S(b)λ ∪ S(c)λ .
Then Sλ is empty if and only if all parts in λ are equal.
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etc. We can set ε2 = 1, ε4 = 2, and εr = er elsewhere, hence (1 22 32 42) ∈ S(b)λ . We can set
ε6 = 2, ε3 = ε2 = 0, and εr = er elsewhere, hence (1 4 62) ∈ S(c)λ .
Theorem 5.4. The singular locus of Xλ equals
⋃
µXµ, the union quantified over all
µ ∈ Sλ.
The union may well be redundant, i.e., there may exist µ1,µ2 ∈ Sλ such that Xµ1 ⊆Xµ2 .
The theorem is a consequence of the following two propositions:
Proposition 5.5. Let F be a singular point of Xλ.
(1) If f−1λ (F ) is singleton, then F ∈Xµ for some µ ∈ S(a)λ .
(2) If f−1λ (F ) has more than one element and F /∈Xµ for any µ ∈ S(a)λ , then F ∈Xµ for
some µ ∈ S(b)λ ∪ S(c)λ .
Proposition 5.6. Let F ∈⋃µ∈Sλ Xµ be a point. Then either f−1λ (F ) is not singleton, or
TYλ,G → TPd ,F is not injective for the unique G in f−1λ (F ). Hence in either case F is a
singular point of Xλ.
The following lemma will be needed in the proofs.
Lemma 5.7. Let PSymm V × PSymn V h−→ PSymm+n V denote the multiplication map
(A,B)→A.B(= C). The map
dh :TPm×Pn,(A,B)→ TPm+n,C
on tangent spaces is injective if and only if A,B have no common factor.
Proof. The map is given as
([α0, . . . , αm], [β0, . . . , βn])→[γ0, . . . , γm+n], γk = ∑
i+j=k
αiβj .
By a linear change in x, y we may assume that α0 = β0 = 1 at (A,B). Then ∂γk/∂αi =
βk−i , ∂γk/∂βj = αk−j , and the Jacobian matrix representing dh at (A,B) equals the
Sylvester resultant of A and B . Hence it has rank m + n exactly when A,B have no
common factor. ✷
Corollary 5.8. If G= (G1, . . . ,Gd) ∈ Yλ is a point with fλ(G)= F ; then dfλ :TYλ,G →
TPd ,F is injective if and only if no two of the Gr have a common factor.
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as a succession of maps with products of two factors at a time, and apply the lemma
repeatedly. ✷
In the sequel, we will use the same notation for two forms which differ by a nonzero
multiplicative constant. Since there will be no occasion to add two forms, this should cause
no confusion. If G is a form and L a linear form, then ordL(G)=m means that Lm|G, but
Lm+1 G.
Proof of Proposition 5.5. (1) Say f−1λ (F ) = {G}, then by Proposition 5.1 and the
previous corollary, two of the Gr have a common factor. Say a linear form L divides
Gr1,Gr2 . Define
Qr1 =Gr1/L, Qr2 =Gr2/L, Qr1+r2 = L.Gr1+r2, and
Qr =Gr elsewhere.
Then Q defines a point of f−1µ (F ) with µ ∈ S(a)λ .
(2) Let G= (Gr),H = (Hr) be two distinct points in f−1λ (F ). No two of the Gr have a
common factor (otherwise F would lie in Xµ for some µ ∈ S(a)λ ) and similarly for the Hr .
Let r1 be the largest index such that Gr1 =Hr1 . (This of course means Gr1 is not a scalar
multiple of Hr1 .) Then some linear factor L of Gr1 is not a factor of Hr1 . (Assume the
contrary. Then some linear factor, say K , occurs with a higher power in Gr1 than in Hr1 .
But then K must divide some Hr ′ for r ′ = r1. This is impossible since Hr1,Hr ′ have no
common factors.) By the same argument, there exists a linear form M dividing Hr1 but not
Gr1 . Say ordL(Gr1)= α,ordM(Hr1)= β and without loss of generality α  β .
Case α = 1. Now L divides Hr ′ for exactly one value of r ′, let r2 be this value. If
ordL(Hr2)= t , then tr2 = r1. Define
Qr1 = L.Hr1, Qr2 =Hr2/Lt , and
Qr =Hr elsewhere.
Then Q is a point of f−1µ (F ) with µ ∈ S(b)λ .
Case α > 1. Set t1 = α and r3 = t1r1. Assume ordL(Hr2)= t2 > 0 for some r2 as above,
then necessarily r2t2 = r3. Let
Qr1 =Hr1/Mt1, Qr2 =Hr2/Lt2, Qr3 = L.M.Hr3, and
Qr =Hr elsewhere.
Then Q is a point of f−1µ (F ) with µ ∈ S(c)λ . ✷
Proof of Proposition 5.6. Assume that F ∈ Xµ for some µ ∈ Sλ and that f−1λ (F ) is a
singleton set {G}. We will deduce that two of the Gr must have a common factor; this will
prove the proposition. In the sequel, H denotes a point of f−1µ (F ).
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Qr1 = L.Hr1, Qr2 = L.Hr2, Qr1+r2 =Hr1+r2/L, and
Qr =Hr elsewhere.
Then Q ∈ f−1λ (F ), so Q=G. But then Gr1,Gr2 have the common factor L.
Case µ ∈ S(b)λ . Note that degHr1  2, and let L,L′ be any two linear factors of Hr1 . We
claim that L= L′. Suppose not, and define a point Q by
Qr1 =Hr1/L, Qr2 =Hr2 .Lt , and
Qr =Hr elsewhere;
and Q′ by the same formulae with L′ instead of L. Then Q,Q′ ∈ f−1λ (F ) and Qr1 =Q′r1 ,
which is impossible. Hence necessarily L = L′, which implies that L2|Hr1 . But now
Q=G, and Qr1 ,Qr2 have the common factor L.
Case µ ∈ S(c)λ . Let L1,L2 be two linear factors of Hr3 and define
Qr1 =Hr1 .Lt11 , Qr2 =Hr2 .Lt22 , Qr3 =Hr3/L1L2, and
Qr =Hr elsewhere.
Define Q′ by the same formulae with L1,L2 interchanged. Then Q,Q′ ∈ f−1λ (F ), hence
they must both equal G. Hence L1 = L2, and Gr1,Gr2 have the common factor L1. ✷
The proof of Theorem 5.4 is complete. On intuitive grounds it is plausible that the CR
locus should develop a singularity wherever some parts in λ merge. The element of surprise
(for the author) lies in that only certain mergers produce singularities.
6. Comments and conjectures
In [4], Cayley gives a combinatorial method of constructing covariants which vanish
onXλ. This amounts to constructing a set of (finite-dimensional) subrepresentations of IXλ .
However, as far as I can see, his method does not produce a demonstrably sufficient set of
conditions for a form to lie in Xλ. Said differently, there is nothing in his method to ensure
that one has enough subrepresentations to generate IXλ up to a radical. His own remarks
leave the matter in doubt.
Weyman has proved [19, Theorem 3] that for λ= (r,1d−r ) with r  [d/2]+1, the ideal
IXλ is generated in degrees  4. (Also see [20,21] for results about the generators and
Hilbert function of IXλ .) I hazard the following conjecture (which I have computationally
verified for d  8).
270 J.V. Chipalkatti / Journal of Algebra 267 (2003) 246–271Conjecture 6.1. Let λ = (λ1, λ2) be a partition of d . If λ1 = λ2 (respectively λ1 = λ2),
then the sheaf IXλ(4) (resp. IXλ(3)) is 0-regular. In particular, IXλ is generated in degrees
 4 (resp. degrees  3).
It is proved in [16], that the surface X(d−1,1) is arithmetically Gorenstein. It is
arithmetically Cohen–Macaulay also for λ = (d), (2,1d−2), but does not seem to be so
for any other case. (I have computationally checked this for d  6.) One would like to have
a proof or a counterexample.
It would be useful to have a structure theorem for Dλ similar to Theorem 4.1. There are
a few more classes of partitions for which this can be achieved, and I hope to return to this
problem.
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